2001 saturn sl1 ac compressor

With a functioning AC compressor from PartsGeek. Without one, you'll find not only that you
get way too hot to enjoy the open road, but that you're spending less and less time in your
vehicle at all. AC compressors take the heat energy out of the used coolant in your vehicle,
which then cools more air next time around. Although cars with bad compressors may feel
alright immediately after they start up, that won't last very long once they begin generating
more and more heat. Air compressors can corrode or become obstructed, leading to coolant
leaks, improper heat transfer or complete system failure. They are available for the following
Saturn SL1 years: , , , , , , , , , , , , 02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, Great service. Order
arrived on time and in good condition. Always a pleasure doing business with you! Skip to main
content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30
days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer
service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always
has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Core Price [? New or Reman
Remanufactured. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Refrigerant Type R12 RA. Product
SKU: W A , mile durability test is performed on every new compressor design. All 65 series
compressors come with the proper amount of oil inside of the compressor for each application.
Read more reviews. Catalog: B. Vehicle Saturn SL1. Catalog: A. Catalog: T. Vehicle Engine
Saturn SL1. Catalog: N. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New profile
posts Latest activity. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in
Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For
a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter
heyarn Start date May 2, Joined Sep 12, Messages Points Gus wrench. Joined Dec 8, Messages
2, Points Has the vehicle been checked for codes? Joined Mar 12, Messages 7, Points Generally
there is more than one limit-switch, maybe low-pressure and temperature as well as
high-pressure. Jim F. Jim Fairbanks wrench. This is for manual AC Jim [attachment deleted
during maintenance]. See why we say "Jim has everything"? Those schematics should give you
a good chance at isolating the problem; but you will see it seems both the PCM and BCM are
involved If you look at the last two schematics, the PCM grounds the relay to power the
compressor clutch You either use a scan tool to check for codes and read the data from the
pressure sensor, or attach gages and take a direct reading of the system low and high side In
the old CCOT systems, you could jumper the connector to the pressure cycling switch to see if
the compressor would engage NickD wrench. Joined Aug 28, Messages 5, Points Then I hot
wire the compressor clutch with a remote starter switch with gauges attached to check for
proper operating pressures to make sure that is operating properly. Using the remote starter
switch lets me quickly turn it off, don't want to run that compressor with low operating
pressures, can damage it. If real low, like zero on both sides, check the entire system for oil
leaks, add some Ra, EPA doesn't mind if you waste a pound for this then get out the electronic
leak detector. Have to find the leak and repair it. If all looks okay, then checking the condenser
and evaporator for debris and proper fan operation, you cannot properly charge a system by
pressures with any debris in these systems. Believe this vehicle uses the variable displacement
V-5 compressor, and these are exceptionally difficult to charge by pressures, should recover
and charge by weight. These also run full time, don't cycle like the older ones did, more like how
the real old ones worked back in the 60's with the POA valve. Once the system is leakproof, and
charged properly, and works great with the remote starter switch, rehook up the compressor
connector, if it doesn't work then, that is when you dig into electrical problems. When my
stepdaughters AC quit working last summer with recent hand surgery, had to tell her to roll
down the window, she survived. But getting under her car this year, the reason for AC not
working was obvious, compressor outlet hose was rotted out. No need to put gauges on that.
Good to start off with a good visual inspection off the system. All depends on how your system
died, can be a normal slow leak with noticeable poorer and poorer performance, or a stone chip
on the condenser. Kind of like it worked great one day and failed the next. Joined Aug 3,
Messages 20 Points 0. Just signed up to the forum. No power to the compressor. Read this
model has only High pressure sensor and after looking I confirmed that. Plug has three wires,
blue and black side by side and red on bottom. Can this be jumped to "trick the compressor to
come on so I can charge the system? All fuses, relays, etc have been checked good. I do not
know how to check the diode but from everything I have read it is most likely not the problem
and the sensor has disabled the compressor because of low Freon. Help is appreciated. Joined
Nov 14, Messages 4, Points 48 Age Rule of thumb the low side, and with engine off the high side
static will need to be 40psi? Mobile Dan wrench. Generally, if the system pressure is so low that
the compressor won't come on, adding 'freon' to the system will raise the pressure enough to
about 35 lbs for the compressor to come on Ok I get it. You guys ar razzing me about "freon".
Whatever it's called doesn't the compressor have to be running to "pull" the coolant from the

can. Hot as he'll here in memPhis. We are not having fun with you You did pull a vacuum on
system? So without the comp running the two sides will equalize AKA static pressure A tip
sometimes putting the can in warm water will help send it into system Ok, just stopped by auto
parts store to ask if 1 could you get a good pressure check without the compressor running, the
answer was no. I do have a guage that shows red "trouble" when connected to low side. The
guy at the auto parts store says that is because the compressor is not running. Again, I want to
false start the compressor by jumping the harness on the high pressure sensor which is the
only pressure sensor on theis model there are three wires red, black, blue. Is this a bad idea?
Ok spoke to a friend mechanic. Red to blue, radiator fan came on for just about a minute.
Neither resulted in the compressor coming on. Just for kicks , decided to put my cheap guage
that came with a can of coolant on the low side, same result, pressure goes straight to red
"problem" on the guage, system will not take the coolant from the can. You must log in or
register to reply here. One day, your car may break down and you won't be able to afford to hire
a mechanic, so what do you do You don't need any advanced training to perform repairs and
simple maintenance on your automobile, but you may need a few tools. Invest in the basic tools
and you'll be prepared for just about any car malfunction you can think of. These tutorials will
help get you on your way, as long as your willing. This two-part video will show you how to
troubleshoot the air conditioner in a Saturn S-Series car. Before you start troubleshooting the
AC, you'll want to make sure that the outside temperature is above forty degrees. Then start the
car, put the fan switch on, and push the AC button in. Now you should see the compressor
clutch in the AC system spinning. If it isn't, you need to find out why not. Saturn air conditioner
systems don't last forever, so you'll have to do this sooner or later. Want to master Microsoft
Excel and take your work-from-home job prospects to the next level? Jump-start your career
with our Premium A-to-Z Microsoft Excel Training Bundle from the new Gadget Hacks Shop and
get lifetime access to more than 40 hours of Basic to Advanced instruction on functions,
formula, tools, and more. I need to find the AC drain line and the pan, the pan is plugged and
water is leaking into the car near the firewall. The car is a 98 Saturn sl2. I have three Saturn's
and if I knew I was going to have the trouble that I've had I would have never bought them No
wonder they went out of Business!!!!! And it's worth 2, GM Sucks!!!! I have a saturn sl. When i
start the engine an turn the ac on it works perfect but when i take off or rise the rpm,s. Up past 2
are so the ac starts turnning off and on and the fan also. Just started doing 2 days ago. Can you
please help me with this strange problem? Hi I have a saturn sl and my account is not working. I
went and Baugh the freon but they guy said that the compressor wasn't kicking on. I ran some
speaker wire from battery to what I think is the tactics compressor switch. Didn't do anything. I
would really like my account. Saying that summer is coming. Please help. I need detailed
instructions pertaining to my vehicle. I'm not that bright when it comes to cars. I have an 02 sl
Prior to the car would overheat at idle after awhile no fan kick on. The air conditioner doesn't
cool even at highway speeds, would the fan motor not working cause the ac not to cool at all?
Not really sure what direction to head next aside from the fan motor but I'm kinda feeling like
that's not gonna fix the ac. Please enable JavaScript to watch this video. Sign Up. Hands on
instruction - just what I needed! This sounds like the fan resistor check that it should be right
under the fan. Really good how-to videos!!!!! Share Your Thoughts Click to share your thoughts.
Hot Latest. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing.
Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM
and 9 PM. An AC system has many components: compressor, condenser, receiver dryer,
evaporator, and hoses. The AC compressor has several moving parts including pistons and
valves. These internal parts can fail, causing the AC compressor to stop working. It is common
for the internal parts of the compressor to come apart and disperse metallic debris throughout
the system. Consequently, it is a requirement to replace the orifice tube and the receiver dryer
when replacing the compressor since some of the debris may have ended up there. For an AC
compressor to work, it needs a clutch, bearing, and an electrical connector. The clutch can burn
or the bearing can fail. If the bearing or clutch have failed, it is recommended that the
compressor be replaced. Sometimes replacing the entire compressor with a remanufactured
one can be cheaper than replacing an individual clutch or bearings. It is also common for the
seals in the AC compressor to go bad. If the seals no longer hold, you will need a new
compressor, as the seals cannot be replaced. A compressor may also fail if there is sludge or
debris in the air conditioning system. If there is sludge or debris, the hoses, evaporator, and
condenser should be flushed to get rid of the contaminants. When it is not possible to flush the
parts, you may need to replace those parts. This service comes with receiver dryer and orifice
tube. It is very common for metals from the compressors to go throughout the system and get
caught in different components. If the compressor is replaced without the dryer and the orifice
tube, it will ruin the new compressor and it will not be covered by the warranty from parts

manufacturers. The most common reason for an AC compressor to fail is leaky seals and
inadequate lubrication. If you notice a change in the temperature of the air through the AC vents
not as cold as it should be , get it inspected. In addition to your comfort, air conditioning
systems add value to your vehicle. You should keep your AC fully operational. In some
systems, the hot and cold air are blended to achieve the desired temperature setting. In these
cases, when the AC system fails, you will not only NOT get any cold air, but the entire
temperature regulation is thrown off. Estimate price near me. Service Location. YourMechanic
Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety inspection. See
availability. Keep in mind: This service comes with receiver dryer and orifice tube. How it's
done: Check for pressure in the AC system. Check for power and ground at the compressor. If
compressor is found to be faulty, remove all of the refrigerant. Flush all foreign materials from
the AC System. Install new compressor, receiver drier, and orifice tube. Evacuate and recharge
the AC system. Leak check for any system leaks. Check for proper operation of AC system. Our
recommendation: The most common reason for an AC compressor to fail is leaky seals and
inadequate lubrication. What common symptoms indicate you may need to replace the AC
Compressor? No cold air from the vents. Clicking sound from under the engine. AC not
working. How important is this service? Number of Saturn SL1 services completed.
Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Saturn Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of
our expert Saturn mechanics Real customer reviews from Saturn owners like you. Excellent
Rating. Rating Summary. Stacy 20 years of experience. Request Stacy. Stacy was
knowledgeable and professional. He assessed the situation and knew what to do quickly. He
completed the repair in a timely manner and observed social distancing and mask protocols the
entire time. He was courteous and pleasant. I would be comfortable with his working on the
vehicle again. Travis 10 years of experience. Request Travis. Matthew 28 years of experience.
Request Matthew. This is the second time Matt has worked on my vehicle. He is so
knowledgeable and very professional. Paul 30 years of experience. Request Paul. Paul went out
of his way to make sure we got the best price for the parts that needed replacing. How can we
help? Read FAQ. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 15 of 21 results. Display
item:. Sort by:. Part Number: GPD Vehicle Info Required to Guarante
2012 nissan pathfinder
neutral safety switch ford f150
2006 ford van manual
e Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: FS Product Details Notes : 5 in. Product Details
Notes : 4. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 21 results. Jul 03, Great product, but needs more
product info on its description. Fits perfectly into the same mounting bracket. The high
pressure line took a little finesse to attach on the face of the compressor due to a slightly
different rotational angle on the surface compared to the original part of the pressure line port
and screw mount. Not a performance issue, but worth noting. You must add PAG oil to this
compressor, this is not pre-oiled. This compressor comes with 50 ml of PAG oil in it. Not listed
on the product page, but this compressor needs ml PAG User must add and the compressor
seems to hold closer to ml before it begins to drain out the other line orifice. Purchased on Apr
02, Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

